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The American Medical Association (AMA) appreciates the U.S. House of Representatives Committee on 
Energy and Commerce Subcommittee on Health’s (Subcommittee) efforts to build on and accelerate 
wide-spread clinical applications of innovative tests.  We welcome the opportunity to respond to the 
questions posed by the Subcommittee.  Our responses are below along with examples that demonstrate 
the differences between medical testing services offered by physicians in a single laboratory to address a 
specific patient medical need versus the packaged commercial products that are shipped by manufacturers 
to laboratories across the country.  The AMA strongly supports both legislative reform of (1) the current 
oversight of laboratories where testing services are offered by physicians; and (2) the Food and Drug 
Administration’s (FDA or Agency) regulation of mass-produced commercial test kits.  Congressional 
action is needed in order to sustain and encourage widespread access to well-established tests while 
removing burdensome regulatory barriers to rapid adoption of innovative tests that are clinically 
indicated.     
 
In the interest of safeguarding patient access to existing standard-of-care testing services and the 
innovation that has inspired development and provision of new cutting-edge tests, it is critical that the 
Subcommittee move quickly to advance legislation that: 
 
 Rescinds FDA Proposed Guidance: Directs the FDA to rescind the Agency’s proposed guidance to  

regulate laboratory developed testing services and clarifies that the Agency is prohibited from 
regulating physicians engaged in the practice of medicine including the procedures and analysis that 
physicians perform in clinical laboratories; 

 Modernizes CLIA: Modernizes the Clinical Laboratory Improvement Amendments (CLIA) to, 
among other things, strengthen the role of third party accreditors; 

 Reforms FDA Oversight of Commercial Kits: Reforms current FDA regulation of commercial 
diagnostic kits distributed by manufacturers in order to address the extensive and well-documented 
concerns of manufacturers that the current FDA regulation is costly, overreaching, and so slow that 
some commercial kits become obsolete before they reach the market; 

 Provides Limited FDA Oversight of Black Box Testing: Confers limited authority on the FDA to 
regulate direct to consumer tests and testing services where incorrect results could cause harm to 
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patients and the test methodology is not transparent nor well understood (as in the case of tests that 
use black box complex algorithms to produce results).     

 
 

 
 

Figure 1. Changes to CLIA and the FFDCA are needed to promote patient access to effective 
tests, account for differences between commercial kits and physician services, and remedy 
government actions that harm innovation, limit patient access, and hamper clinical decision-
making.  

 
 
Context:  FDA’s Current and Proposed Regulation Jeopardizes Access to Established Testing 
Services that Will Negatively Impact Patient Clinical Care  
 
Physicians have been and continue to be at the forefront of the intersection of providing patients’ medical 
care and advancing medical knowledge to improve upon the current standard of care.  Physicians are 
unique stakeholders who have both an ethical and legal obligation to each individual patient to whom they 
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render medical care.  The first directive of physicians is to do no harm and to advance the interest of their 
patients to whom they provide medical services.  While there are important interested stakeholders 
focused on commercializing innovations and regulators tasked broadly with safety, physicians have a 
direct relationship with patients and an obligation to provide medical services that meet patient specific 
clinical needs; these are services physicians have provided for decades in the context of laboratory 
developed testing services.    
 
The AMA is very concerned that patient access to well-established, standard-of-care testing services 
provided by physicians to millions of patients each year will no longer be available once the FDA 
finalizes the Agency’s proposed regulation of laboratory developed testing services.  Though there are 
many unanswered questions raised by the FDA’s proposal, it is already clear that the proposed guidance 
would impose new, costly, and burdensome requirements on even low- and moderate-complexity testing 
services.  More troubling, the Agency has repeatedly acknowledged it does not know the number of times 
these testing services are offered or the universe of services being offered by physicians that would be 
subject to this regulation while at the same time claiming that adequate Agency capacity exists to regulate 
such physician services.  Many of these testing services, along with those that potentially will be 
categorized as high-risk by the Agency, have represented the standard-of-care for years. 
 
As a threshold matter, the FDA has offered little to no evidence that patients have suffered harm on a 
persistent or widespread basis justifying the imposition of broad new and costly regulatory requirements 
that will harm patients who are unable to obtain needed testing services.  When queried as to what 
problem the FDA is addressing and any corresponding documented patient harm, the Agency has 
declined to identify the number of testing services and patients that the FDA has identified or tracked or 
scoured from literature or media accounts.  We have urged the FDA to define and identify the problem(s) 
and the breadth thereof before proceeding with any plan to implement oversight.  The FDA appears to 
have conflated one problem—lack of incentives to seek FDA approval/clearance—with a poorly 
articulated statement of patient harm vis-à-vis laboratory developed testing services.   
 
To the extent that the Subcommittee and others are interested in developing new incentives to accelerate 
the commercialization of mass-produced testing kits—particularly genetic or next generation commercial 
kits, we strongly urge reform to the FDA’s current regulation of mass-produced testing kits.  We further 
support CLIA modernization to enhance the oversight of laboratories where physician services are offered 
through increased transparency as opposed to the expansion of the flawed FDA commercial kit regulation 
framework to physician services.   
 
The FDA’s proposed regulation of laboratory developed testing services will have a sweeping and 
widespread negative impact on patient access to established testing services representing the 
standard-of-care.  The proposed regulation will leave the country vulnerable to biothreats and 
outbreaks of infectious diseases.  Why?  Because the Agency’s action will lead to a reduction in the 
number of testing services that physicians are able to offer and the laboratories where these 
services are performed.  The FDA’s actions will create strong disincentives to maintenance of 
laboratory resources needed to offer new laboratory testing services because of the potentially short 
duration of time in which the tests could be offered and, over time, there will be fewer physicians with the 
training and expertise to offer these services.  The Agency’s proposed regulation will markedly dampen 
the ground-breaking innovations developed by physicians as part of their laboratory clinical practice of 
medicine—innovation that is the genesis of commercial tests kits and a key part of a physician’s ability to 
properly diagnose and treat patients.   At the same time that the FDA’s regulation will erect additional 
impediments to medical advancement in the U.S., it will contribute to increased costs associated with (1) 
poor patient outcomes given decreased access, and (2) increases in per test costs because of limited 
competition. 
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Finally, if the FDA’s concern is primarily related to highly complex genetic/genomic tests, the proposed 
ten year window for phasing-in FDA’s regulation of all laboratory developed testing services (including a 
large number that are not genetic or genomic tests) will divert limited Agency and health care system 
resources away from developing a workable regulatory framework to address the manufacturing 
challenges associated with next generation and whole genome sequencing and associated testing.  The 
technical and clinical expertise that will be required to develop such a framework, implement the 
framework, and monitor compliance will be significant.  The FDA’s approach—creating a highly 
complex regulatory and rigid framework when the field is undergoing seismic changes that will bring  
ground breaking testing and treatment advances—is at odds with this Subcommittee’s goal of promoting 
21st Century Cures.    
 
 
 

Subcommittee Questions & AMA Answers 
 
 
 
Answer to Question #1: Practice of Medicine v. Commercial Kit   
 
1. Multiple stakeholders have expressed the urgent need to have clear and logical lines separating the 
practice of medicine, the actual conduct of a diagnostic test, and the development and manufacturing of 
diagnostic tests. How should these lines be defined and what are the key criteria separating each of these 
activities? 
 
The AMA would like to underscore the differences between the practice of medicine (which laboratory 
developed testing services are) and mass produced commercial kits that are shipped by manufacturers 
around the country.  Laboratory developed testing services are procedures performed by physicians for 
specific patients equivalent to a surgeon who provides surgical services to a specific patient.  A physician 
practicing laboratory medicine will utilize reagents (products that are subject to FDA regulation) and 
machines (which may or may not be FDA regulated) when conducting testing, but the laboratory testing 
services are the technical expertise and clinical judgment of a physician who develops and validates the 
test performed under testing conditions that are already subject to oversight under CLIA.  The physician 
makes a clinical determination as to what products to utilize, what patient sample preparation is needed, 
and what machines are used in order to perform the testing services.  A physician who develops, 
validates, and performs the testing procedures is knowledgeable about each component part and each step 
and procedures involved with the test.  The physician’s services cannot be packaged and shipped to 
multiple laboratories.   
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Simply stated, laboratory developed testing services are analogous to a unique home built by a master 
craftsman to meet the specifications of the homeowner, and manufactured commercial diagnostic kits are 
standard tract housing built with prescribed specifications and products with no consideration of the 
preferences of the homeowner or the conditions under which the house is to be built.   
 
Oversight and responsibility for design, development, validation, monitoring, and reporting attendant to 
laboratory developed testing services constitute the practice of medicine.  These are within the scope of a 
physician’s practice and physicians have a legal responsibility for them.  In contrast, with commercial 
diagnostic kits the design, development and manufacturing is physically and distinctly separate from the 
laboratory operations, including sign-out of tests (meaning the reporting, record review, and other 
components of communication with treating physician colleagues).  With laboratory developed testing 
services, the physician practice components of design, development, monitoring, and application to 
clinical care are inseparable and inextricably linked.    
 
In order to offer these medical services to patients, physicians practicing laboratory medicine have 
completed post-graduate medical training and, taken board-certification examinations administered by the 
American Board of Pathology or the American Board of Medical Genetics and Genomics under the 
umbrella of the Accreditation Council for Graduate Medical Education.  Physicians continue to maintain 
certification under the American Board of Medical Specialties, are licensed by state medical boards, and 
pay for and are covered by medical malpractice insurance.   
 
 

Critical 
distinctions 
exist 
between 
laboratory 
developed 
testing 
services and   
commercial 
diagnostic 
kits 

Commercial diagnostic kits are an actual product that can be packaged, 
labeled, and shipped in interstate commerce to numerous laboratories, in 
contrast to the services and procedures offered by a physician in a single 
laboratory as part of his or her practice of medicine.  

Once the manufacturer distributes the commercial diagnostic kits, the 
manufacturer no longer retains control over how the test is conducted, what 
patient is tested, and how the information is shared with the treating 
physician, whereas physicians retain control and decision‐making authority 
throughout the continuum from design to delivery of test results.  

Physicians who utilize a commercial diagnostic kit are not able to evaluate 
the underlying methods and components of the commercial kit, nor are the 
test results detailed; instead, they are limited to yes/no results.  In contrast, 
when offering laboratory developed testing services physicians have a 
complete understanding of the results as well as the underlying methods, 
sample preparation, inputs, procedures, and validation of the test.

A commercial diagnostic kit is a packaged product that is engineered to be 
performed anywhere for a “standard” patient, not a specific patient in 
contrast to laboratory developed testing services that physicians offer to a 
specific patient based on their clinical condition and in consultation with the 
patient's treating physician.  
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Real Life Implications for Patients 
 

Dr. X consulted me (a physician laboratory director) about a patient taking 
clopidogrel and testing for CYP2C19.  I explained that while there is both the 
FDA-cleared assay and the laboratory-developed procedure and that they are 
analytically equivalent (report the same genotype), the difference between the 
two assays is the interpretation for CYP2C19 heterozygotes.  The FDA-cleared 
assay reports all heterozygotes as extensive or normal metabolizers.  This 
suggests that a normal dose of clopidogrel can be given to the patient.  The 
laboratory developed procedure, in accordance with the Clinical 
Pharmacogenetics Implementation Consortium (CPIC) guidelines, reports 
heterozygotes as intermediate metabolizers.  CPIC recommends an alternative 
antiplatelet therapy (if no contraindication), e.g., prasugrel or ticagrelor, be given 
to heterozygotes.  I also explained that we could not change the interpretation of 
the FDA-cleared assay.   
 
After obtaining my medical degree and completing a residency in medical 
genetics, I trained for an additional two years and obtained board certification in 
clinical molecular genetics from the American Board of Medical Genetics and 
Genomics.  I have almost 20 years’ experience as a practicing geneticist 
developing and offering clinical laboratory testing services.  On average in my 
previous laboratory, my team conducted and reviewed approximately 2,000 tests 
a day.  I actively maintain my certification by reviewing literature, writing 
papers, attending seminars and conferences as a part of my professional 
development.  I understand that some are pushing the FDA to regulate 
individuals like myself as manufacturers when rendering clinical decisions.  This 
is nonsensical.  Laboratory service is part of the practice of medicine.  Where 
professional judgment is used to diagnose and determine a treatment course for a 
patient, I work in concert with healthcare professionals to determine the 
appropriate method and test.  I am not a “robot” that automatically sends a result 
regardless of whether the testing is appropriate or not.  I continually try to 
improve my tests and their performance through analytical validation and clinical 
evidence.  Patients are at the center of everything that I do. 
 

Combined Answer to Question #2 and #7:  FFDCA Does Not Apply to Practice of Medicine 
 
2. In FDA’s draft regulatory framework, the agency describes the extent to which it proposes to regulate 
LDTs as medical devices under the Federal Food, Drug, and Cosmetic Act (FFDCA). It is relatively clear 
with respect to distributed test kits what constitutes a “device,” but less clear when considering a test 
developed and performed in a laboratory.  What should comprise the “device” subject to regulation by 
the FDA? 
 
7. We have heard a lot about the practice of medicine and its relationship with medical product 
“labeling.”  What should comprise “labeling” for diagnostic tests?  Should different standards for 
dissemination of scientific information apply to diagnostic tests versus traditional medical devices?  What 
about for laboratories that develop, perform, and improve these tests? Should there be regulatory 
oversight of the information that is provided to the individual patient or health care provider or is that the 
practice of medicine? 
 
Physician services are not devices and cannot be shoehorned into the FFDCA for purposes of regulating 
the practice of medicine.  This is clearly demonstrated by the device labeling requirements of the statute.  
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For commercial diagnostic kits, the components of the kit are unambiguously medical devices subject to 
regulation and the engineered copies of the test kit in toto also are a product.  
   
Demonstrating the incongruity of the FDA’s proposal, the Agency did not specify in the draft guidance 
what should be labeled in the context of laboratory developed testing services even though this is an 
essential element of compliance under the FFDCA.  The following is but one example of the Agency’s 
statutory overreach in proposing to regulate physician procedures and clinical decision-making.  The 
FFDCA section 201(k) provides: 
  

(k) The term “label” means a display of written, printed, or graphic matter upon the immediate 
container of any article; and a requirement made by or under authority of this Act that any word, 
statement, or other information appear on the label shall not be considered to be complied with 
unless such word, statement, or other information also appears on the outside container or 
wrapper, if any there be, of the retail package of such article, or is easily legible through the 
outside container or wrapper. 
 
(l) The term “immediate container” does not include package liners. 
 
(m) The term “labeling” means all labels and other written, printed, or graphic matters (1) upon 
any article or any of its containers or wrappers, or (2) accompanying such article. 
 

It is unclear why the FDA did not specify in its proposal what should be labeled in the context of 
laboratory developed testing services unless it is the intent of the Agency to be the federal regulator of 
physician medical practice.  There are no packaged containers of laboratory developed testing services 
and the Agency’s effort to create a “package” to be labeled would be an obvious legal fiction.   
 
Furthermore, even to the extent that the FDA proposes to define laboratory developed testing services as 
something other than what they are—physician expertise and procedures—the Agency’s application of 
these provisions to physicians would create liability for off-label use and “promotion” for physicians.  
Currently, when physicians determine that a product labeled for a specific intended purpose has an 
alternative beneficial clinical use physicians are permitted to use the product for an “off-label” purpose 
and are permitted to discuss such use with other physicians.  Although there remains an ongoing legal 
dispute between the FDA and drug, biological, and device manufacturers, manufacturers are generally 
prohibited from promoting off-label uses and face significant sanctions if and when the Agency can 
establish that the manufacturer has “misbranded” the product.    
 
Physicians in contrast are able to inform patients and other physicians when a commercial diagnostic kit, 
labeled for one purpose, has a clinical benefit for another purpose. This is the very definition of medicine, 
i.e., a physician using his or her clinical expertise to appropriately diagnose and treat a patient who may 
require care that is not “one-size fits all.”  Competent and quality medical care rests on physicians’ 
discretion and responsibility to treat patients in a manner that meets each patient’s individual needs.  
Removing a physician’s ability to practice medicine off-label will jeopardize patient access to medically 
necessary, and potentially lifesaving, treatment. 
 

 Real Life Implications for Patients 
 

An oncologist at my medical center requested that our laboratory, directed by 
myself, a board-certified molecular pathologist, assess a formalin-fixed paraffin 
embedded tissue sample from recently-diagnosed papillary thyroid carcinoma.  
The oncologist was aware that 30-50% of papillary thyroid carcinomas contain 
the BRAF V600E mutation.  Since carcinomas carrying the V600E variant are 
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responsive to several drugs (venmurafenib, dabrafenib, trametinib), the 
oncologist wanted to find out whether his patient may be a candidate for one of 
the drugs.  The FDA-approved BRAF V600E test kit is intended only for testing 
melanoma, not thyroid carcinomas.  However, using my expertise as a molecular 
pathologist, I was able to make a slight modification to the FDA-approved kit so 
that I could detect the BRAF variant in thyroid carcinoma cells.  The patient’s 
thyroid carcinoma tested positive for the presence of the V600E variant, an 
indication that she was a candidate for drugs targeting BRAF V600E.  Her 
oncologist prescribed dabrafenib, and the growth of her tumor has slowed 
dramatically. 

 
Use of the FDA-approved BRAF V600E kit on any tissue other than melanoma 
is considered a modification to the intended use, i.e., an off-label use, making it a 
laboratory developed testing service.  As a physician, I need to use every tool 
available and appropriate to treat my patients.  I would have failed my patient if I 
had not practiced the best medicine possible by testing her thyroid carcinoma for 
the presence of the V600E variant.  Importantly, if the FDA had required that I 
obtain its approval to use the FDA-approved BRAF V600E test on a tissue for 
which it was not approved, my patient would have experienced an unacceptable 
delay in her care that could have severely affected her chances of survival. 

 
When physicians determine that a test “labeled” for a specified use is appropriate for another use, a 
physician is permitted to employ off-label uses and permitted to discuss off-label uses with other 
physicians and patients.  In contrast, manufacturers are prohibited from off-label promotion.  The Agency 
would have to create a carve-out for off-label promotion in the context of laboratory developed testing 
services for physicians since such a prohibition on discussing testing options with patients and treating 
physicians including off-label uses would prevent physicians from meeting both ethical and legal 
obligations.  Furthermore, not only are physicians permitted to discuss off-label uses of devices, drugs, 
and biologicals, but this is at the heart of innovation.  In the course of providing care to patients, 
physicians are able to identify emerging previously unknown patterns, symptoms, and outcomes that were 
not otherwise contemplated when a method, approach to medical care, procedure, device, drug, or 
biological was initially devised for patient care. 
 
Even assuming the FDA had the capacity to timely process a far larger volume of submissions from both 
manufacturers as well as physicians and laboratories, the latter do not have the resources needed to 
prepare a submission for FDA clearance or approval.  FDA approval is costly and time-consuming even 
for large corporations often singularly focused on a very small sliver of the universe of tests patients need 
daily.  If off-label uses (also called clinical practice enhancements) required FDA clearance or approval 
once one manufacturer commercialized a product, all versions of the test including superior versions 
would most likely cease given the cost and resource barriers.  Even if an application could be submitted, 
timely processing is already a concern as discussed below. 
 
Answer to Question #3: Risk-based Approach 
 
3. FDA intends its regulation of diagnostics to be risk-based. How should risk be defined? Are the types 
of risks posed by diagnostic tests different from therapeutic medical devices?  Are these risks different 
with LDTs compared to distributed test kits? Is the traditional medical device classification system 
appropriate for these products? 
 
The AMA generally agrees with other major stakeholders that risks posed by clinical tests are different 
from therapeutic medical devices.  The current FDA medical device classification, therefore, is not 
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appropriate for clinical tests.  A new risk-classification for clinical testing, developed with 
significant stakeholder input, that balances the relative risks posed by clinical tests with the 
potential benefit of the information that they provide would be most appropriate.  As discussed 
above, there are differences between physician services and mass produced commercial diagnostic kits 
shipped all over the country.  In short, manufacturers lose control over the commercial kit once the kit is 
shipped.  In sharp contrast, a physician remains responsible for providing testing services from design to 
finalizing the report and discussing with the treating physician.  Given the risk associated with rapid 
multiplication of potential erroneous testing that accompanies commercial diagnostic kits, the FDA 
establishes rigid rules for test performance to substitute for professional judgment that is not appropriate 
or desirable for physician testing services.  In addition, the test results for commercial kits are extremely 
limited with few details on how the results were produced, which increases risk associated with 
evaluating implications for a specific patient.   
 
The AMA supports risk-based regulation of tests.  Risk categorization should be determined by (1) the 
potential of a misinterpreted result to cause harm to a patient, and (2) by test characteristics, e.g., test 
methodology that is not transparent or well-understood (as in the case of tests that use complex 
algorithms to produce results).  The AMA is seriously concerned, however, by the a priori classification 
of some test types as “high risk” in the absence of any formal risk classification criteria by the FDA.  The 
Agency has stated that high-risk tests will be subject to pre-market approval requirements within 12 
months of the guidance being finalized, and that it will release additional guidance on risk classification 
criteria once its proposed framework is finalized.  But it has failed to clearly define the criteria it will use 
to determine risk.  This leaves physicians uncertain of how to determine whether the tests they offer are 
high-risk and subject to pre-market review within 12 months, and unable to effectively plan for the 
additional effort and manpower that would be required for pre-market submission.  We believe it is 
essential that the Agency clearly define risk classification criteria before subjecting physicians and the 
laboratories where they offer their services to burdensome requirements.  Further, we find it puzzling that 
the FDA has already named certain test classes that will be considered high-risk without stating how risk 
classification criteria were applied to these tests to place them in the high-risk category. 
 
When taking into account the potential of a misinterpreted result to cause harm to a patient, one must 
keep in mind number of “checks and balances” that accompany laboratory developed testing services.  
Every laboratory performing clinical testing is CLIA-certified, assuring laboratory performance standards 
and test accuracy and reliability.  Additionally, those performing high-complexity tests must undergo 
regular proficiency testing.  Even further, almost every clinical laboratory chooses to obtain accreditation 
by a third-party, such as the College of American Pathologists, which holds laboratories to rigorous 
quality standards and regular inspections.   
 
Once the laboratory test has been run, it is reviewed and signed by the laboratory director—a  physician 
or laboratory medicine expert who is legally responsible for the result.  The ordering physician then 
receives that result and, often in consultation with the laboratory director, uses his or her expertise to 
subsequently manage patients.  This application of professional expertise – by highly trained experts in 
laboratory medicine and patient care – is essential in mitigating the risk of harm that could come to a 
patient through a misinterpreted result.  This professional responsibility is present now, without FDA 
oversight of laboratory developed testing services, and will continue irrespective of additional 
oversight.  
 
The professional responsibility of a laboratory director is to ensure that a test run in his or her 
laboratory produces accurate and reliable results.  This often means evaluating the methodology and 
components of tests and optimizing performance in the laboratory.  However, it is impossible to apply 
these activities to many commercial kits that use “black-box” methodology, i.e., those that use complex, 
non-transparent, or proprietary algorithms to determine a result.  Test results that could potentially cause 
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harm to patients if incorrect and do not lend themselves to evaluation by the laboratory physicians and the 
patient’s treating physician are most concerning to the AMA and are the type of test that belongs in the 
high-risk category.  To the extent that many companion diagnostic tests are run using simple sequencing 
or variant identification methodology that is transparent and easily evaluated, the AMA believes it is 
inappropriate for the FDA to assign all companion diagnostic tests to the high-risk category.  Aside from 
the absence of established risk criteria applied to each individual test’s methodology as a basis for their 
placement in the high-risk category, the FDA appears to be casting aside the risk mitigation that occurs 
with a physician’s (both ordering and laboratory) oversight and expertise in running the test and 
subsequently managing the patient. 
  
Answer to Question #4: Safety and Effectiveness 
 
4. The current pre-market review standards that apply to in vitro diagnostics use the same terminology of 
safety and effectiveness that apply to all medical devices. Should the medical device concepts of safety 
and effectiveness apply to test kits and LDTs?  
 
The AMA does not support application of current medical device safety and effectiveness concepts to 
laboratory testing services because procedures and physician expertise are not devices.  Furthermore, the 
FDA’s application of statutory provisions intended for actual medical devices, drugs, and biologicals to 
manufactured commercial diagnostic kits is statutorily compulsory, but ill-suited to the consideration of 
validity (analytical and clinical) and risk/benefit relevant to diagnostics.  Instead the Subcommittee should 
invite additional discussion on clinical and analytical validity as well as relevant risk/benefit models 
under both CLIA for laboratories where physician services are performed and FFDCA for commercial 
diagnostic kits, because laboratory developed testing services and commercial kits have relevant 
distinctions as outlined above.      
 

Real Life Implications for Patients 
 

One difficulty in applying the safe and effective standard devised for devices is 
that laboratory developed testing services are not devices.  A suboptimal assay 
may function well and hence be “safe and effective” for what it does, but use of 
the information for a particular patient may result in suboptimal treatment.  The 
current assay for KRAS testing of colon cancer is FDA approved (safe and 
effective), but it only detects mutations in codons 12 and 13.  We now know that 
complete testing of colon cancers requires evaluation of multiple other codons in 
the KRAS gene (12, 13, 59, 61, 117, 146) and in the NRAS gene.  Hence, in the 
recognized application of that assay, the limited test for KRAS would be of 
limited effectiveness and safety.  The package insert for the drug panitumumab 
(Vectibix) states: 

 
Vectibix® is not indicated for the treatment of patients with KRAS-
mutant mCRC or for whom KRAS mutation status is unknown. 
Vectibix® in combination with oxaliplatin-based chemotherapy is not 
indicated for the treatment of patients with RAS-mutant mCRC or for 
whom RAS mutation status is unknown. 

 
RAS is defined as exon 2 (codons 12 and 13), exon 3 (codons 59 and 
61), and exon 4 (codons 117 and 146) of either KRAS or NRAS and 
hereon is referred to as "RAS." 
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So whether the limited KRAS assay is safe and effective depends on the intended 
treatment.  There is no way for FDA to collect “adverse effects” of the clinical 
misapplication of this assay. 

 
 
Answers to Question #5 and #6: Reforms to FDA Regulation of Commercial Testing Kits 
 
5.  Are there areas where the balance between pre-market review versus post-market controls should be 
reconsidered?   How can post market processes be used to reduce barriers to patient access to new 
diagnostic tests?  
 
6.  A number of stakeholders have expressed concerns about uncertainty as to when a supplemental 
premarket submission is required for a modification. When should they be required prior to implementing 
modifications?  Should the requirements for submission of a supplemental clearance or approval differ 
between LDTs and distributed test kits?  
 
These two sets of questions underscore why comprehensive reform is required of current FDA regulation 
of commercial test kits and why expansion of FDA oversight to laboratory developed testing services 
would harm patients and undermine the practice of medicine across the country.  Manufacturers have laid 
out a compelling case that the FDA’s current approach lacks an appropriate balance between pre-market 
review versus post-market controls.  If this has not been a large enough albatross hampering 
commercialization efforts by manufacturers, the Agency’s moving target exercise of discretion around 
when a supplemental premarket submission is required for a modification has hamstrung efforts to 
improve upon commercial kits that would accelerate the availability of enhanced test kits that improve 
upon the earlier version.  Reforming FDA authority over commercial kits on both counts would level the 
respective positions of commercial kits and physician testing services while increasing options and 
protecting physician clinical decision-making.  In short, only clinically meaningful performance 
modification should trigger a supplemental for commercial kits.  The CLIA model of oversight has 
served as the engine of innovation in this space and rapid application of validated clinical discovery 
to patient care; therefore, any modifications should involve enhancements to CLIA and clear 
prohibitions against the FDA regulation of physician services because a commercial version of the 
test has been modified.   
 
 
Answer to Question #8: Reduce Duplicative and Costly Government Regulation 
 
8. The Section 1143 guidance documents raise important questions about the relationship between the 
FFDCA and the Clinical Laboratory Improvement Amendments (CLIA), administered by the Centers for 
Medicare & Medicaid Services (CMS).  Is there overlap between the requirements of the guidance 
documents and CLIA?  For instance, how do FDA’s quality systems regulations compare with CLIA 
quality systems requirements?  Are there areas of duplication where there would be efficiencies to having 
either CLIA or FDA regulate, rather than both? 
 
We agree that the Subcommittee is asking the right questions, but the FDA’s draft guidance does not 
provide sufficient detail to ascertain where CLIA requirements end and where the FDA requirements 
begin.  Years ago, the FDA committed to issuing a clear statement of CLIA and FDA requirements when 
it issued proposed draft guidance on regulation of physician developed laboratory testing services.  The 
AMA has asked the Agency for this information and months have passed without a response.  The AMA 
strongly urges this Subcommittee to consider the compelling need to avoid duplicative and 
confusing regulation and oversight by two federal agencies, a number of states, and accreditation 
bodies with deeming authority.  The FDA has proposed a framework for regulation of LDTs, but has 
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not clarified nor produced any documentation of coordination with CMS based on this new proposal.  
Furthermore, the FDA has been silent as to the role of the Center for Disease Control and Prevention vis-
à-vis CLIA and the new FDA requirements.  (CDC, in partnership with CMS and FDA, supports the 
CLIA program and clinical laboratory quality.)  Just as Congress charged the FDA, the Federal 
Communications Commission, and the U.S. Department of Health & Human Services Office of the 
National Coordinator for Health Information Technology to jointly develop a proposed regulatory 
framework for digital health to avoid duplicative and burdensome regulation, there is similarly an 
urgent need to, at a minimum, require CMS, the CDC and the FDA to engage major stakeholders 
in a transparent process and propose a framework that clearly and specifically identifies areas 
where the agencies will avoid contradictory, overlapping, and or/and ambiguous oversight 
parameters.     

21st Century Cures Policy Issues 

  
 

Figure 2. The FDA has taken markedly different regulatory approaches to certain clinical decision 
support mobile apps that are medical devices which will not be subject to direct regulation and 
may lack learned intermediaries for use as compared to physician laboratory developed testing 
services which are offered under regulated conditions by experienced and highly trained medical 
professionals.   

 
 
Reportedly, there could be substantial overlap in the regulatory requirements under FDA medical device 
regulation and the applicable regulations under CLIA concerning quality system requirements, design 
controls, document controls, purchasing controls, production and process controls, acceptance activities, 
nonconforming products, corrective and preventative actions, and records.  We urge the Subcommittee 
to, at a minimum, direct the FDA to identify with CMS and the CDC the respective requirements 
and direct the FDA to defer to CLIA requirements where there is overlap.  Stakeholders must have 
an opportunity to comment on the proposal before it is finalized through notice and comment processes.  

Mobile App Health Clinical 
Decision Support   

•FDA, ONC, FCC coordinated and 
issued joint document on oversight

•No direct regulation, enforcement 
discretion

•No special training, education, or 
qualification for developers exists

•No other existing 
regulatory/oversight conditions for 
manufacturers who design, develop, 
and market medical devices 
categorized low risk

Clinical Testing Services

•FDA, CMS, and CDC have not issued 
joint guidance on oversight 

•Testing services  provided by highly 
trained and skilled physicians who 
undergo years of preparation to 
offer these services will be 
overregulated if guidance is adopted

• Low and moderate risk testing 
services offered in laboratories 
already subject to CLIA oversight 
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We are concerned that the Agency has already demonstrated that it lacks the bandwidth to expand 
oversight to laboratory developed testing services when it is unable to produce a guidance document 
promised years prior and which multiple stakeholders have requested in order to provide meaningful and 
informed comment on the FDA’s proposed new and far reaching regulation.   
 
 
Answer to Question #9: CLIA—The Proven Innovator 
 
9. How should any regulatory system address diagnostic tests used for rare diseases or conditions, 
customized diagnostic tests and diagnostic tests needed for emergency or unmet needs (e.g. Ebola)? 
  
We strongly urge the Subcommittee to build on and modernize the existing CLIA regulatory framework 
consistent with our recommendations because the current CLIA framework has a demonstrated track 
record of: 
 
 Providing the necessary flexibilities to ensure patient access to testing services for rare diseases and 

conditions;  
 Supporting customized testing services based on particularized patient need; and,  
 Enhancing the capabilities of the country’s safety net of highly skilled professionals and laboratories 

that can provide essential surge capacity and frontline access when there are outbreaks of infectious 
diseases and biothreats. 

 
In sharp contrast, we are concerned that the FDA’s regulation of commercial diagnostic kits—which for 
the most part has not been able to meet most of the foregoing needs—demonstrates unambiguously that 
the FDA framework of regulation is overly bureaucratic, expensive, and slow.  The ability and capacity of 
the FDA to approve or clear commercial diagnostic kits has been paltry when compared with the breadth 
and range of testing services offered to patients under CLIA—with high rates of accuracy and rapid 
application of new and validated clinical knowledge.  The Subcommittee should carefully consider that 
comprehensive reform of testing services should not expand the reach of a flawed FDA regulatory model 
that has created barriers to innovation, limited patient access to testing improvements, failed to provide 
any viable pathway for rare diseases and conditions, and utilizes a top-down, bureaucratic approach to 
outbreaks and potential biothreats.  In addition to CLIA modernization, there is an urgent need to address 
and streamline the FDA’s regulation of mass-produced commercial kits consistent with the AMA’s 
recommendations.   
 
The proposed application of the FDA regulatory framework to testing services for rare diseases, unmet 
needs, or emergency use—even with exemptions and carve-outs is unworkable and dangerous to 
individual patients and undermines overall public health by limiting and constraining the number of 
physicians and laboratories able to handle biothreats and infectious disease outbreaks.   
 
Laboratory developed testing services are often the only option for those with suspected rare diseases. 
The commercial market for such tests is nearly non-existent, so laboratory-developed tests are a vital tool 
for patients and their physicians.  As currently written, the FDA's proposed exemptions for rare diseases 
are inadequate in ensuring the continued availability of laboratory developed testing services; the 
definition pertains to rarely-performed tests, not rare diseases.  For example, in one of the most stunning 
public health successes in history, every newborn in this country undergoes testing for dozens of 
conditions, which, if not identified within days of birth, can result in serious morbidity and mortality.  
Many of the conditions being tested are rare diseases, but that does not diminish the public health 
imperative for them to be identified and diagnosed in patients.  However, since the number of newborn 
screening tests that are performed far exceeds the FDA's definition of rare disease (fewer than 4,000 
persons tested each year), each one of the dozens of newborn screening tests may be subject to 
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burdensome requirements that could endanger their availability.  The very definition of “rare” implies that 
many people will need to be tested in order to identify one, the equivalent of finding a needle in a 
haystack.  For that reason, the cut-off of 4,000 persons per year being tested is utterly unreasonable.  
Because these tests often constitute a small volume of testing for most laboratories, FDA oversight would 
likely result in laboratories dropping the tests completely, leaving patients and physicians without an 
option for screening and diagnosis. 
 
Similar to the lack of commercial availability for tests for rare diseases, many thousands of laboratory 
developed tests exist simply because commercially-developed kits do not exist, i.e., they fulfill “unmet 
needs.”  These laboratory developed testing services are for a broad range of conditions, and constitute 
the standard of care.  For example, clinical guidelines recommend testing all newly-diagnosed colon 
cancers for Lynch syndrome, a hereditary colorectal cancer syndrome.  Lynch syndrome testing includes 
assays for mismatch repair variants and microsatellite instability.  This type of testing has been available 
as a laboratory developed testing service for more than 10 years and has been continually improved-upon 
as new research data emerges (e.g., including BRAF as part of the Lynch syndrome testing protocol).  
There are no FDA-approved tests for Lynch syndrome nor for microsatellite instability.  Yet, the FDA’s 
proposed exemption for this “unmet needs” test category ends as soon as a commercially-developed kit 
becomes available.  When this happens, every laboratory that has developed a Lynch syndrome testing 
protocol would need to submit it to the FDA, likely as a pre-market approval application.  The expense 
and burden required for such an activity would not be feasible for many laboratories, which would then 
decide not to continue Lynch syndrome testing.  This would drive up costs, and would freeze further 
innovation and improvements to Lynch syndrome testing, leaving patients without access to cutting-edge 
care. 
 
The nature of public health outbreaks demands that health systems respond rapidly.  Laboratory medicine 
experts are able to fulfill this need by developing tests that accurately identify pathogens far more quickly 
than would be possible if FDA approval or clearance were required.  For example, in April 2009 an 
unknown respiratory outbreak emerged in the U.S. and Mexico.  During the first week of the outbreak, 
several dozen laboratories had already developed molecular assays that could identify the outbreak as 
being caused by influenza, and could distinguish the A and B strains. Several of the laboratories were 
further able to identify the H1N1 virus from other H1 viruses.  Most results from these tests were 
available within 24 hours, speeding treatment of patients and decision-making by public health officials.  
FDA approval requirements would have severely crippled this response.  FDA has the capability to issue 
Emergency Use Authorization, but these are temporary and therefore do not adequately or permanently 
address the problem. 
 
 
Answer to Questions #10: Transition 
 
10. Any new regulatory system will create transition challenges.  How should existing products be 
handled? Should all current diagnostic tests be “grandfathered” into the marketplace?  What transition 
process should be used for new product introductions? 
 
The AMA proposal of modernizing CLIA oversight of laboratories where physicians provide testing 
services and reforming FDA regulation of commercial diagnostic kits would not create the disruption to 
patient clinical care and innovation that the FDA’s current and proposed regulation have and will.  Any 
congressional action to modify the existing oversight and regulation should grandfather in the vast 
majority of laboratory developed testing services as there is not adequate capacity outside of the AMA’s 
proposal to account for the time and resources that will be required.  In addition, Congress must consider 
that Medicare’s reduction in coverage and reimbursement in the context of testing services will coincide 
with increased oversight and regulatory obligations.  We strongly urge the Subcommittee to consider the 
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interplay between these dynamics for patient access to existing testing services as well as future 
innovation.    

  
Answer to Question #11: Incentives 
 
11. What incentives can be put in place to encourage the development of new, more accurate or more 
efficient diagnostic tests? 
 
There are two major barriers to the development of new, more accurate, and efficient clinical testing: (1) 
current FDA regulation of commercial diagnostic kits and proposed regulation of laboratory developed 
testing services; and (2) draconian federal health care coverage policies.  Simply stated, incentives are not 
created by limiting patient access through overregulation and coverage policies that deny access to 
demonstrably beneficial testing services.  These government actions are adversely impacting the ability of 
patients to obtain medical care and exerting pressure on physicians who have lead the innovation to 
accelerate 21st Century Cures and related testing.   
 
FDA Regulation Stymies 20th  and 21st  Century Cures and Testing.  Manufacturers face 
commercialization challenges largely because of the burdensome, opaque, and lengthy FDA clearance 
and approval process.  A recently issued independent analysis of the FDA’s 510(k) review times belies 
the FDA’s published statistics on the topic.  In a study by the Medical Device and Diagnostic Industry 
(MDDI), and soon to be published in a 2015 MDDI periodical, the authors analyzed 510(k) review time 
data from FDA’s publicly available database.  The highlighted conclusions include the following: 
 
 Use of the third-party review program has significantly declined, while the review times for 510(k)s 

have increased. 
 There is no review-time advantage to submitting an Abbreviated 510(k) compared to a Traditional 

510(k). 
 Even those devices most frequently reviewed by FDA still saw an increase in their overall review 

times between 2008 and 2012. 

The foregoing data analysis is only half the story.  The agency’s poor performance on review times for 
commercial diagnostic kits includes: 

 Commercial diagnostic kit 510(k)s take significantly longer to review than 510(k)s for other types of 
devices.  

 Between 2008 and 2012, the average review time for an IVD 510(k) was 183 days compared to a 
non-IVD 510(k) which was 127 days.   

As noted by the authors of the article, the above findings are of particular importance given the FDA’s 
proposed plan to regulate laboratory developed testing services.  Reportedly, the same FDA staff 
reviewing commercial diagnostic kits will review laboratory developed testing services.  It is highly 
improbable given budget forecasts that the FDA will have significantly more capacity to rapidly review 
and approve new tests.  Understandably, the authors report that manufacturers have expressed concerns 
that FDA review of commercial kits will be further slowed once it begins regulation of physician 
laboratory developed services.   

Real Life Implications for Patients 

I am a laboratory physician in a community teaching hospital.  A few months ago 
a patient in his 20s presented symptoms of ureteral obstruction.  A ureteral mass 
was surgically removed and diagnosed as an adenocarcinoma most consistent 
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with lung origin.  Subsequent evaluation identified multiple lung nodules, with 
metastases to the mediastinum and abdomen, and pleural and pericardial 
malignant effusions (Stage IV).   His course was complicated by cardiac 
tamponade due to the malignant pericardial effusion which was relieved by 
pericardiocentesis. 

Biomarker evaluation of his tumor showed it to be negative for KRAS codon 12 
and 13 mutations and negative for EGFR exon 19 and exon 21 mutations.  
Evaluation for the EML4-ALK translocation by fluorescence in situ 
hybridization (FISH) was negative, but a laboratory developed FISH assay was 
positive for the ROS-1 translocation, indicating that the tumor would likely 
respond to treatment with the targeted tyrosine kinase inhibitor crizotinib. 

An initial request for coverage from his private insurer for crizotinib therapy was 
denied because neither the ALK nor ROS translocations had been documented at 
the time of the request.  Once reported, the patient was started on crizotinib 
therapy.  His oncologist reports that "after about three weeks on crizotinib, he 
began to feel better overall with less pain and improved ability to function.  
Based on the New England Journal of Medicine paper, I am hopeful that he will 
continue to improve clinically and his follow up imaging will confirm response."  
He is scheduled for follow-up evaluation shortly. 

There is no FDA approved assay for detecting the ROS-1 translocation 
although it is rapidly becoming standard practice to test for it and to treat 
with crizotinib if the translocation is present, as evidenced by the insurer's 
coverage policy.  My laboratory has been testing non-small cell lung cancer for 
the ROS-1 translocation for over a year and, more recently at the request of our 
oncologists, the laboratory now tests all non-small cell lung cancers for ALK and 
ROS-1 translocations. 

The rate of clinical discovery has increased over time, largely as a result of the flexibility of the CLIA 
oversight model and increased computing capacity, CLIA allows for the rapid adoption of validated 
clinical discovery into medical practice.  The FDA has consistently demonstrated it is not capable of 
keeping pace.  There would be real consequences for the above twenty year old patient with 
adenocarcinoma if he had to wait for FDA clearance or approval.   

The Agency has proposed a carve-out for “unmet needs” testing services, presumably like those testing 
services discussed above, until the FDA approves a commercial kit under the FDA proposed regulation.  
The testing service then becomes a “high risk” test for which pre-market approval must be pursued.  This 
demonstrates that the Agency’s characterization of “risk” is a fiction and not rooted in actual risk.  These 
are testing services used for the same purpose, performed with the same care and diligence and conditions 
in a CLIA certified laboratory.  Why do the consequences amplify once a FDA approved or cleared 
commercial diagnostic kit exists?  The physicians who are uniformly concerned about patient care and 
safety are the skilled medical professionals who make the effort to develop and validate laboratory 
developed testing services for patient care, and who have the patients' best interest in mind from day one.  
Secondly, the mere prospect of having to pursue FDA pre-market approval would deter most laboratories 
from developing this as an interim “unmet need” laboratory developed testing services.  This test would 
not be as readily available, if at all, for this patient in the kind of world envisaged by FDA. 

Medicare Coverage Policies: Hostile to 20th and 21st Century Cures and Testing Services.  At the 
same time that Congress has actively discussed incentives to increase access to innovative testing options 
through changes to the regulatory pathway, the Medicare program, a pace setter for coverage among both 
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private and public payers, has implemented coverage decisions contrary to the weight of clinical evidence 
and clinical expertise of nationally recognized subject matter experts.  The experts who have expressed 
opposition to these coverage policies hail from flagship academic medical centers, community 
laboratories, and leading reference laboratories.  These coverage decisions have constrained patient 
access to current testing and 21st Century cures.   

The College of American Pathologists, the American College of Medical Genetics and Genomics, and  
Association for Molecular Pathology have submitted detailed comments, peer-reviewed evidence and 
clinical practice guidelines to a key Medicare contractor that has issued coverage denials for a range of 
genetic clinical tests.  To be clear, the coverage denials cover a broad number of previously covered 
genetic tests that represent the standard of care.  These tests end the often lengthy and expensive 
diagnostic journey and result in patients obtaining life-saving treatments.  These denials by the Medicare 
program create significant barriers to existing testing services, but also hamper the next generation of 
testing services (which are typically the necessary prerequisite to identification of viable commercial 
diagnostic kits).  The Subcommittee should consider carefully scrutinizing the current Medicare coverage 
activities that are a real threat to appropriate patient medical care and the future of innovation.   

Real Life Implications for Patients 
 

We [the Wilson’s Disease Association (WDA) . . . ] received a communication 
from one of our members that a Medicare contractor, Palmetto GBA, has 
determined that gene testing for the diagnosis of Wilson Disease is not a covered 
Medicare benefit, stating: 
 

ATP7B gene mutations have been primarily associated with Wilson 
Disease, a disorder of copper metabolism.  However, serology remains 
the gold standard for testing and treating the signs and symptoms of this 
condition.  At present the literature does not support that ATP7B gene 
testing changes physician treatment or improves patient outcomes. 
Therefore, Palmetto GBA has determined ATP7B gene testing is a 
statutorily excluded service and panels of tests that include the ATP7B 
gene.1  
 

Palmetto is mistaken in its assertion that the literature does not support gene 
testing and that such gene testing will not change physician treatment or improve 
patient outcomes [for Wilson disease].  In fact, the peer reviewed clinical 
literature is clear, and well-established practice guidelines include gene testing: 
“[d]iagnosis of Wilson disease cannot be made by a single test alone and a 
combination of tests is always needed.”  Weiss KH. (2013) Wilson Disease, 
GeneReviews.  Furthermore, […] the American Association for the Study of 
Liver Diseases (AASLD) Practice Guidelines states: “[m]utation analysis by 
whole-gene sequencing is possible and should be performed on individuals in 
whom the diagnosis is difficult to establish by clinical and biochemical testing.”  
In order to correctly treat individuals suspected of having Wilson disease, a 
diagnosis must be made.  The notion that accurate diagnosis will not promote 
improved patient outcomes flies in the face of basic common sense as well as 
documented clinical evidence.  The member who flagged this issue for WDA had 

                                                            
1 Per Palmetto’s website:  Statutory Exclusion [Medicare] covers diagnostic testing “except for items and services 
that are not reasonable and necessary for the diagnosis or treatment of illness or injury or to improve the functioning 
of a malformed body member,…”. 
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a parent who was/is a Medicare beneficiary who had a host of symptoms that 
suggested Wilson Disease, but for whom all other tests were not conclusive.  
(Contrary to Palmetto’s assertions, the foregoing is not an uncommon 
occurrence.)  This Medicare beneficiary underwent a significant diagnostic 
journey with multiple hospitalizations and visits to a large number of specialists.  
It was not until she underwent genetic testing that it was established she had 
Wilson Disease.  This Medicare beneficiary’s costly and deleterious diagnostic 
journey ended and she began to receive treatment.   
  

The foregoing excerpt from a patient group to Medicare is an accurate characterization of the 
overwhelming medical literature and clinical expertise supporting continued access and coverage 
of genetic testing for suspected Wilson Disease (WD) when conventional testing is inconclusive.  
About 10 U.S. laboratories have medical professionals able to offer DNA sequencing analysis of 
the ATP7B gene, which causes WD.  At least one laboratory has offered this service for nearly a 
decade.  This test is an important tool in the WD diagnostic armamentarium as the more 
traditional testing procedures are all prone to inconclusive results.  Furthermore, another option, a 
liver biopsy is expensive and often an unnecessarily invasive procedures for medically 
compromised patients as compared to genetic testing.  The proper diagnosis of WD has very 
effective treatment options for most patients.   When diagnosed early, patients have treatment 
options that will allow them to live long and productive lives.  If left undiagnosed/misdiagnosed 
these patients will suffer extreme morbidity, physically and mentally, ultimately leading to 
death.  Unfortunately, if the diagnosis is made late, treatment often at this stage cannot reverse all 
symptoms, especially psychological damage.   

Despite all of the foregoing, Medicare, as with a large number of other genetic tests with equally 
compelling clinical evidence to support coverage, has left unchecked the coverage decisions of key 
contractors that are not supported by the weight of clinical evidence and the recommendations of the 
leading medical authorities.  The negative impact of these coverage decisions undermines any efforts to 
innovate as the evidence bar moves in a capricious manner and contrary to patient interests.  CMS 
coverage policies coupled with the FDA’s overregulation of commercial kits and proposal to expand to  
laboratory developed testing services have begun to turn back the clock of medical innovation, patient 
access to life saving testing services, and the promise of widespread access touted when the Human 
Genome Project mapped the first reference genome.  A critical juncture has been reached and there is 
an urgent and immediate need that the Health Subcommittee clears the barriers that two 
overreaching federal agencies have erected to personalized medicine and 21st Century Cures.   

 

Concluding Comments 

The Subcommittee is considering issues that have real consequences for whether patients are able to 
obtain often life-saving clinical testing services.  The rate of discovery and innovation has been fueled by 
physician laboratory medical practice.  The real question is whether heavy-handed government actions 
will obstruct continued progress in 21st Century medicine.  We strongly urge the Subcommittee to move 
forward legislation that will rescind FDA’s proposed regulation of laboratory developed testing services 
while modernizing CLIA and reforming FDA oversight of commercial kits.  We further urge the 
Subcommittee to consider the negative impact of coverage decisions by federal health care programs on 
current patient access and future innovation.     


